Abstract.
Introduction
If H is a Hubert space of complex valued functions on a set X, an operator A on H is called a composition operator if there is a function g : X -> A such that Af = f o g for all f in H. Composition operators that may be found in the literature are substitution operators, translation operators, and pointwise induced operators. Unilateral shifts, bilateral shifts, and translation on spaces L (G), where G is a topological group, are examples of composition operators that have been studied extensively. An operator T on H is called a weighted composition operator if there is a complex valued function u on A and a function g: X -► X suchthat Tf= (u)(fog) for all / in H. Weighted shifts on / are examples of well-studied weighted composition operators (see Shields [25] ). S. K. Parrott, in his thesis [22] , studied multiplication by a function u on H = L (X ,v) and composition with an invertible measure preserving transformation g of H = L (X ,v), where v is a sigma-finite measure. In his paper [21] , E. Nordgren summarized known information about composition 2 2 operators on L and H spaces. An extensive reference list is also included in Nordgren's paper. After the appearance of Nordgren's paper other authors, such as Kumar, Singh, and Whitley, presented results about composition operators on L and other authors, such as Cowen, Kamowtiz, Kumar, and Marshall presented results about composition operators on H2.
The definition of weighted composition operator given above is too general to hope to obtain many results. In the present work, study has been restricted to the case when X is the set of integers and H = I is viewed as a Hubert space of functions on the integers. A few papers that have appeared concerning weighted composition operators in this setting are those of Gupta, Kumar, and Singh [10] , Komal and Singh [14] , and Singh [28] . Gupta, Kumar, and Singh [10] discuss quasinormal composition operators on a weighted space / where the weights are square summable; Komal and Singh [14] give elementary properties of composition operators on f spaces; Singh [28] provides information about composition operators on weighted spaces L (X).
Throughout this work Z, N, R, C, and T denote the sets of integers, positive integers, real numbers, complex numbers and the set of complex numbers of modulus one, respectively. By the word operator we will mean a linear operator but not necessarily a bounded operator. If 7* is an operator then a(T), a (T), ae(T), and {7*}' denote the spectrum, point spectrum, essential spectrum, and commutant of T. Also, || • || and (•, •) denote the norm and inner product on / and, for each « in Z, en denotes the function on Z that is one at « and zero otherwise. Note that {en}neZ is an orthonormal basis for / .
Preliminaries
The formal definition of a weighted composition operator used in this work is stated here:
If 7* is a linear operator on / defined by _,-, , f u(n)(fog) if « is in Y, Tf(n) = { y 0 otherwise for all / in I2 and « in Z, where F is a subset of Z, g: Y -> Z and u : Z -» C, then T is called a weighted composition operator on I .In this case we will denote T by Tu , u will be called a weight function, and g will be called a composition function. If u is identically equal to one then the notation T may be used for Tug .
If « > 0 then the «th-iterate of g is given by gw = g o g o • • ■ o g, g composed with itself «-times. If « > 0 and k is in Z then g~"(k) = {j in Z: g(n)(j) = k} . In the case when g'"(k) is a singleton, g~"(k) = {j} , there will be no distinction made between j and {j}.
It will be helpful to find formulas for T and T*g . Let / = ¿Z"€Zf"en be Let 7 be a subset of Z and g: Y -> Z be a function. For « in Z the set [n] = {k in Z: there exist j > 0 and t > 0 such that gU)(k) = g{l)(n)} is called the orbit of g containing «. If Ac is in Z and g (Ac) = Ac for some j > 1 then the cycle of g containing k is the set C = {« in Z: g' (Ac) = « for some ? > 0} ; the length of the cycle C is the least integer j > 1 such that g^fk) = k . Note that if C is a cycle of g of length j and if « is in C then gU)(n) = n. For the purposes of this paper the choice of the integers nF is not important since any other choice can be obtained under a reindexing of the integers. The branch of g containing « is a maximal subset G of [«] such that « is in G, [g] restricted to GnY is one-to-one, and « in (7nF implies g(n) is in G if « is not a cycle of g. The set of all branches of g will be denoted by br g. We will now exploit the fact that a branch of g is linearly ordered by the function [ indicates the action of g on N. The graph
indicates the action of 7* on the basis {en}n>0 . Note that an arrow denotes one basis element being sent into a multiple of the next.
Example 2. If g: Z -► Z is defined by g(n) = « + 1 when « > 0 and g(n) = « + 2 when « < 0 then g is visualized by the graph
The function g has two branches that may be visualized as
The operator 7* can be visualized by the graph for T* (see Cowen [7] ). On G the operator T* is similar to a weighted 
Spectrum
In this section we want to find the point spectrum, essential spectrum, and spectrum of a weighted composition operator. We will restrict ourselves to the case when a composition function has finitely many branches. For this case the point spectrum, essential spectrum, and spectrum of a weighted composition operator are found in Theorems 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3. We will need only consider composition functions with one orbit, since an orbit induces a reducing subspace to which the restriction of the weighted composition operator is again a weighted composition operator. Also, we will assume that Z is equal to the orbit of the composition function, since a weighted composition operator restricted to the basis elements associated with integers not in an orbit of the composition function is a zero operator.
Let F be a subset of Z, g: Y -> Z have one orbit and finitely many branches, Z = (Imageg) U F, and « be a nonzero weight function. The notation given here will make many of the following statements less cumbersome. If b is a branch of g and j is in [ In Theorem 2.1 we find that the point spectrum of Tug and T* , when g does not have a cycle, is either a disk, an annulus, or a disk union an annulus. The particular structure of the spectrum depends on the values Ub, Lb, U and L for all branches b of g . In Theorem 2.2 we find that the point spectrum of 7* , when g has a cycle, is a finite set of points and that the point spectrum of T* is a finite set of points union a disk. When g does not have a cycle the spectrum of 7* has circular symmetry since 7* is unitarily equivalent to TMg (Carlson [1] ).
The results obtained here were foreshadowed by the known structure of the spectrum of a weighted shift on / (Ridge [23] , Shields [25] ). A weighted shift is merely a weighted composition operator with one branch b where the spectrum is either an annulus or a disk determined by the values Ub and U . The question answered here is 'what happens to the spectrum when weighted shifts are pasted together'. With the assumption that the composition operator has only a finite number of branches the results on weighed shifts can be generalized to weighted composition operators by analyzing the point spectrum of the operator and its adjoint. where A, = {z in C: Ua < \z\ < L for all a in brg}, K2 = {z in C: U < \A < La for some a in brg}, K3 = {z in C: \z\ < La< Lb for some a and b in brg such that a / b}, Bx is {0} if Z\ Image g is not empty and is empty otherwise, and B2 is {0} if either Z\Y is not empty or g is not one-to-one and is empty otherwise.
Proof. Let / = \ZneZ fnen be in / and z be in C.
(f]aeb a) when g has more than one branch and let j be an element of [g](Z) when g has only one branch.
Suppose zero is in the point spectrum of Tug ; then there is an / = "C"ez fnen in I2 such that / is not zero and T f = 0. So (2.1) implies fg(n)u(n) = 0 for all « in F. Thus, fm = 0 for all m in Image g, implying Z\ Image g is not empty. If Z\ Image g is not empty let « be in Z\ Image g ; then T en = 0. Thus, if Z\ Image g is not empty then 0 is in the point spectrum of 7* . Therefore 0 is in the point spectrum of 7* if and only if Z\ Image g is not empty. Hence, 2 Let z in C be nonzero and / = J2"^Tf"e" in / not be zero such that (T -zl)f = 0. From (2.1) we have f ,n)u(n) -zfn = 0 for all « in F and f = 0 for all « in Z\F . Since z / 0, u is nonzero, and Z = Image g U F, fn = 0 if and only if f .. = 0 for all « in F. So, either /" = 0 for all « in Z or /n / 0 for all n in Z. Hence, Z\F is empty since / is nonzero. So, pl(a) = -(-oo for all a in br g. Recall that for a branch a of g we denote an element of a by a(n) for some « in Z, so for each branch a of g we have
. Now, for a in brg and m > nl(a), if 0 < « then
and if nl(û) < m -n < m then Suppose Z\F is not empty. There is an « in Z such that « is not in F.
Now T* en = 0 and zero is in the point spectrum of T* . Thus, .8, c a(T*lo).
#
Let z in C be nonzero and f in I be such that f ^ 0 and (T -zl)f = 0 .
By (2.2), zfn -T,keg-<(n)fku(k) = ° for a11 n in ImaSe^ and zfn = 0 for all « in Z\ Image g. Either there is a branch a of g and A > 0 such that nl(a) = -oo , pl(a) = +oo , i
for all « > K or there are two distinct branches a and b of g and A > 0 such that nl(a) = -oo, nl(b) = -oo, i
and
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use So, either there is a branch a such that pl(a) = +00, nl(<z) = -00, and {z-nu(a(j))---u(a(n+j-l))}n>x and {zn(u(a(-n + j)) ■ ■ -u(a(-l + j))yl}n>x are square summable or there are two distinct branches a and b such that nl(a) = -00, nl(b) = -00, and
are square summable. Thus, z is contained in A2 u A3. Let z be in Interior of A2 (note that z / 0). There is a branch a of g such that U < \z\ < La . We will now find an / in I2 such that (T* -zl)f = 0.
Define / = £"ez fa(n)ea(n) > where fa(j) = l ' fa(n+j) = z~"u(aU)) • ■ • u{a(lt + j -I)) for « > 1 ,
Clearly, / ^ 0 and / is in I2. Furthermore,
Thus, / is an eigenvector of T* for the eigenvalue z . Let z be in Interior of A3 such that z / 0. There are two distinct branches a and b of g such that z < La < Lb. Define / = £"<! fa(n)ea(n) + fb(n)eb(n) 
The function / is in / since / is a finite linear combination of basis elements. The functions « and p are in / since \z\ < La < Lh. Furthermore, (T*g -zl)f = 0, (T*ug-zl)h = 0, and (T*ug -zl)p = 0 Hence, z is in the point spectrum of T* . D Let F be a subset of Z, g : F -Z have finitely many branches and only one orbit, Z = F U Image g, and m be a nonzero weight function. The operator Tug is a finite rank perturbation of a finite direct sum of shift operators. We will make this more precise. There is an / in Z such that if i is in [g]b for some branch b of g then nl(A3) = -oo and min[g](a n b) > i for any other branch a of g. There is a y in Z such that [g]~ (n) contains at most one element for n > j.
Let A be the span of {en: i < [g](n) < j} and F = (T restricted to A).
Clearly, F has finite rank. Let Wen = u(g~\n))eg [_,] (n) if [g](«) > /'. For each a in brg suchthat nl(a) = -oo let Wae.k) = u(a(k-l))ea(k_X) if Ac < /'. The spectra of Wa and W are well-studied sets (see Shields [25] ). The operator {Tug-F) is equal to W® (©aebrgjni(a)=_00 Wa). The following theorem is a consequence of standard results on spectra of compact perturbations. Thus, o(Tug) = {z in C: \z\ < 1} U {z in C: 2 < |z| < 3}. D
We have seen that the structure of the spectrum of a weighted composition operator on / is the type of structure we would get by taking direct sums of weighted shifts. Thus, from the perspective of weighted shifts the results given are not surprising. If we change our perspective and recall Example 4 of § 1 and the paper of Cowen [7] then the results seem to be more unexpected. In Example 4, for a weighted composition operator 7* on H of the unit disk there is an associated weighted composition operator 7* ^ on / . Cowen [7] gives some results where T _ is a weighted shift whose spectrum can be an annulus but the spectrum of 7* is a disk. A natural question to ask is: Can we obtain results about the spectrum of T knowing the spectrum of 7* ^ ? More 2 particular, are there composition operators on H of the disk whose spectra are the disjoint union of a disk and an annulus?
The hypothesis that the composition function g has finitely many branches was more than a minor assumption in this section. The results would be different if we were to assume g has infinitely many branches. Shields [25] makes note of an example of an operator with spectrum the unit disk, but the operator is the countably infinite direct sum of weighted shifts all of whose spectra are a single point. One of the difficulties in assuming g has infinitely many branches is that the operator F needed to make 7* -Fa direct sum of weighted shifts may no longer be compact. Another difficulty would be in calculating the point spectrum of 7* where the limits involved could move from branch to branch without progressing toward the end of any branch. The structure of o(Tu ) is not clear when g has infinitely many branches.
Commutant
We wish to characterize the commutant of a weighted composition operator 7* on / . In order to obtain the results given here it is necessary to make some nontrivial restrictions on the composition function g. These restrictions are: g is defined on all of Z, g has exactly one orbit, g does not have a cycle, and all branches of g have the same negative length.
Consider Hubert spaces of the form L (Z,p), where p is a measure whose sigma-algebra is the power set of Z. If p is counting measure (p{n) = 1 2 2 for all « in Z) then / = L (Z,p). We are introducing weighted spaces operator 7* on I is unitarily equivalent to an operator 7* on L (Z,p) for some measure p.
Proof. Define the measure p by p(0) = 1 and
where g{k)(n) = g(" (0) 
where g(k)(n) = g(,)(0) for some Ac > 0 and t > 0, 0 otherwise, J u(n)(fog)(n) for« in F, 1 0 otherwise, = Tugf(n). The following proposition will be used repeatedly during the rest of this exposition. It is also a generalization of Proposition 5 from [25] . , lZkeg->(n)Ajk if "is in Image g, {» otherwise. G One case where the commutant of a weighted composition operator is well known is for weighted shifts. If Tg is a unilateral shift on a weighted space L (Z,p) then Tg is unitarily equivalent to multiplication by z on a weighted 2 2 77 space of the unit disc denoted H (ß). The commutant of multiplication by z on H (ß) is the set of operators that are multiplication by some « in H2(ß) where «/ is in H2(ß) for all / in H2(ß) (Shields [25] ). A weighted composition operator in general is not multiplication by z on some space. Thus, we cannot hope for the same type of characterization of the commutant of a weighted composition operator that is not a shift. Every « in H2(ß) is a formal power series in z and so commutes with z. We will pursue this idea and try to characterize the commutant of 7 on L (Z,p) as the set of operators Th where « commutes with g. In Proposition 3.3 we show that to determine the structure of an operator A m the commutant of 7* on L (Z,p) it is sufficient to determine the structure of one diagonal of finite dimensional submatrices for the matrix of A. License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
Now let b and ß be in brg such that i = b(s) and j = ß(t), let 0 < x < s -mb and let nlß < t -x. Then, by Proposition 3.2,
(where Hh ¡_x_x = cardinalityja in brg: a(t -x -1) = h(t -x -1)}) The induction hypothesis is trivially true for Ac = Ac, -1 since |J A"" _, Oi is the empty set. Table 1 illustrates the matrix for A indexed in relation to the spaces S^ and also to the basis elements em . An operator D(A,m) is an operator that has zero entries except for one matrix diagonal (indexed by the spaces Sf . Table 2 
